Lookout mountain is one of the sites that our studio visited to decide where to deploy a place of contemplation at. However, the hike to lookout mountain was not the only site that was as compelling to me.

On the way to the summit, our group reached an area where each one unintentionally stopped, looked around, and decided to eat, have lunch and chat. This place provides a variety of activities; there is the famed lookout, the wall to the summit on the other side. There are also various views in every direction. This place was such a reward.

When our group decided to leave this area for the summit, I was not ready to leave. It felt like home, and I did not want to see another place, even if it sounded exciting to be at the summit.

On the way back, we passed through what I called "the in-between area." I felt a connection and I was mentally ready to experience the evening.